
   

2016 Spring Getting Ready for Middle School Math class
 

【【【【Build solid math foundation for middle school！！！！Prepare for competition math！】！】！】！】 

 

The math curriculum in elementary school only focus in concept development and simple daily life 

application.  ‘Good at math’ usually just means faster speed in computation.  When getting into middle 

schools, many students (as well as parents) found that math becomes so hard 
 
To bridge the gap between elementary and middle school math curriculum, we invite professional math 

teacher, Dr. Tong Zou, to open a ‘Getting Ready for Middle School Math’ class at Books and Me.  Dr. 

Zou has a PhD in math from UC Berkeley and has been teaching competition math for over 10 years. 
 

In the 16-week class, Dr. Zou will review and teach all the math concepts that students should know (but 

school may not teach) before starting Algebra/Pre-algebra in middle schools.  These include but not 

limit to number sense, decimal system, arithmetic computation (emphasizing distribution law), prime 

factorization, factors and multiples, fractions and its computation, decimals and its computation, basic 

geometry (point, line, surface, angels, shapes, and 3 dimensional), area, parameter, volume, ratios, 

percentage, and concepts in statistics (charts, average, mode…).  After the class, those who are 

interested to learn more maths can consider to start competition math training. 

  

Age: 4-6 graders，，，，only one class/12 seats. 

* 4th graders and under must have two-year training of Abacus, or pass a placement test. 

Class Date/Time:   

Thursday: PMMA4: 4:30-6:00pm 

 1/14, 1/21, 1/28, 2/4, 2/18, 2/25, 3/3, 3/17, 3/24, 3/31, 4/14, 4/21, 4/28, 5/5, 5/12, 5/19 (16 weeks) 
 

Tuition: Spring season 16 weeks for $950。 

Registration:  Please come to Books and Me Library to register in person.  For more 

information, please visit www.booksandme.org. 
 

Our Teacher 

Tong Zou 

- PhD in Math, UC Berkeley 

- Professional math competition teacher.  Focus in AMC8/10/12, AIME training 

- Many previous students qualified for USA Math Olympiad Camp 


